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Abstract: Automated vehicles (AVs) have given rise to a new field of study: human—automated
vehicle interaction (H–AVI). Unfortunately, the H–AVI field has largely ignored the importance of
context. To address this, this paper describes a socio-ecological view of H–AVI. Drawing on this view,
the author briefly discusses and identifies unexplored areas. In doing so, the author draws attention
to: (i) transportation infrastructure, (ii) national and regional differences, (iii) special and vulnerable
populations and (iv) the impacts of multiple H–AVI types. This paper describes the challenges and
opportunities in each of these areas.

Keywords: automated vehicle; autonomous vehicle; human—robot interaction; vehicle interaction;
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1. Introduction

Automated vehicles (AVs) have given rise to a new field of study: human—automated
vehicle interaction (H–AVI). H–AVI focuses on the study of the interface between humans
and AVs across our society. H–AVI is primarily concerned with the humans’ reactions to the
AV actions inside and outside the AV. These interactions are both dynamic and emergent
and can be path-dependent and yet at times independent. H–AVI is a multidisciplinary
field leveraging theories and approaches from social and behavioral sciences, computer
and information science, communication, engineering, architecture, policy, design, and
urban and city planning.

Despite acknowledging the importance of context, researchers in the H–AVI field
have seemed to largely ignore it. In this paper, context is defined as the potential back-
drop in which human–AV interactions take place. This context can enable, constrain or
fundamentally change the nature of human–AV interactions. In this paper, the author
argues that by taking a socio-ecological view of H–AVI, scholars can identify the contextual
influences needed to better understand H–AVI. To address this, the paper presents an
H–AVI framework based on a socio-ecological view. The author employs the framework to
identify and briefly discuss unexplored areas. These areas include: (i) the transportation
infrastructure, (ii) national and regional differences, (iii) special and vulnerable populations
and (iv) simultaneous impacts of different H–AVI types.

In the next sections, the author (i) provides a brief description of the concepts that
underlie H–AVI, (ii) introduces the field’s grand challenges and (iii) presents the three
primary H–AVI dyadic interactions along with their challenges and opportunities. Then,
the author (iv) presents the socio-ecological view and the H–AVI framework derived from
it and (v) demonstrates this view’s value in identifying areas related to the social context of
the H–AVI study.

2. Background

What is an AV? The word “automated” can be understood along a continuum. SAE
International [1] outlines levels of automation ranging from 0 to 5. Vehicles at level 0
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have little or no automation, for example, vehicles without anti-lock brakes. Most vehicles
currently manufactured have some level of automation that would disqualify them from
being classified at level 0. Level 5 denotes an AV that could perform all driving activities
without any human intervention or supervision and do so without any restrictions (i.e.,
anywhere, anytime). No level 5 vehicles are available today. Tesla’s autopilot system would
be classified somewhere between 2 and 3 [2,3]. Level 2 and level 3 vehicles rely on a human
to supervise and intervene on behalf of the vehicle [1]. Level 2 vehicles require constant
supervision, while level 3 vehicles allow the driver to take his or her eyes off the road
and engage in non-driving tasks [4]. AV ridesharing services have been launched using
level 4 autonomy, which does not need human intervention or supervision [5]. However,
level 4 AVs are restricted to driving under certain conditions. These conditions are nor-
mally defined in terms of geography, traffic and weather conditions (i.e., not anywhere,
not anytime).

Research directed at levels 2 and 3 can be viewed as an extension of previous re-
search on driver-assisted systems (DAS). DAS research is typically directed at reducing
the driver’s cognitive and physical workload while increasing safety [6]. Similarly, studies
examining levels 2 and 3 automation address challenges associated with the driver and AV
interdependence [7]. The study of the “handoff problem” is an example of a level 2 and
3 problem [8]. Handoff studies are directed at solving the breakdowns in the exchange of
driving responsibility between the human and the AV [9].

In this paper, the term AV(s) refers to levels 4 and 5 automation for several reasons:
one, to avoid overlap or confusion with existing research on DAS; two, to address the new
challenges and opportunities that are likely to be associated with the complete removal of
the human driver. It is easy to see how pedestrians and vehicle interactions might change
when there is no human driver at the wheel. On the contrary, it is much less clear how they
might change when there is still a human driver at the wheel (i.e., levels 2 and 3).

3. Brief Overview of Human—Automated Vehicle Interaction Research

H–AVI scholars have knowingly or unknowingly divided the research into three
subfields, each with a particular dyadic focus. All three are presented next.

3.1. Pedestrian and Bicyclist—AV Interactions (PB–AVI)

PB–AVI is an important subfield of H–AVI that focuses on the interactions between AVs
and the pedestrians/bicyclists the AVs encounter. PB–AVI researchers seek to understand
how AVs can be designed to ensure that these interactions are safe [10–13]. The removal
of the human driver and the challenges derived from it compose one unifying theme of
PB–AVI research. Research on pedestrian interactions with manually driven vehicles has
highlighted the importance of communication between the pedestrian and driver to ensure
safe interactions [11,14]. This communication is often done through verbal comments, hand
gestures and eye contact [15,16]. The removal of the driver necessitates the study of ways
the AV and the pedestrians/bicyclists can communicate to ensure safe interactions.

PB–AVI research can be divided into studies examining explicit and implicit commu-
nications between the AV and the pedestrians/bicyclists. Explicit communication studies
examine how the placement of light-emitting diode (LED) signs on the AV can promote
communications. Researchers have investigated the impact of the location of LED signs
(e.g., side panels, overhead, windshield) on the effectiveness of AV communications [17].
Other studies have examined what information should be displayed on the LED sign [18].
Implicit studies have focused on understanding how humans interpret the AV’s driving
behavior and how the AV should interpret the human behavior (e.g., [10,19]). This includes
pedestrians using the speed of the AV to determine when they should cross. This area
of inquiry is still rife with unanswered questions relating to the interpretation of human
behavior by the AV: What body movements indicate that a pedestrian will/will not cross
the road? What are the impacts of AV communication overload on pedestrians/bicyclists?
Table 1 lists some of the current questions.
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Table 1. This table shows the current research questions related to pedestrian and bicyclist—
AV interactions.

Pedestrian and Bicyclist—AV Interactions Current Research Questions

RQ1 1: Where should signs be placed on AVs to promote communications with humans?
RQ2: What information should be displayed on such signs?
RQ3: How many signs and/or what information on signs leads to cognitive overload?
RQ4: How should AVs interpret the behaviors of humans?

1 Research Question (RQ).

3.2. Rider—AV Interactions (R–AVI)

The study of rider—AV interactions (R–AVI) is another subfield of H–AVI, this one
focusing on the interactions between riders (those inside the car) and the AV. The term
“rider” denotes the lack of a human driver (i.e., levels 4 and 5). Researchers who study
R–AVI seek to understand how to design AVs to support interactions with their riders.
Designing the AV without the human driver in mind is one of the unifying themes across
R–AVI research.

Current vehicles are designed to support drivers and their ability to safely navigate
the roadways. This places the driver at the center of the design requirements for the interior
cab. Dashboards are designed to provide driver information while minimizing drivers’
cognitive effort or the need to take their eyes off the road [20,21]. If the driver is removed
and all humans are considered riders, new questions arise: What and when should the
AV communicate with the riders? What type and how much information would riders
need/want from the AV? Table 2 lists some of the current questions.

Table 2. This table shows the current research questions related to rider—AV interactions.

Rider—AV Interactions Current Research Questions

RQ1 1: What should the AV communicate with the riders?
RQ2: When should the AV communicate with the riders?
RQ3: How should the AV communicate with the riders?

1 Research Question (RQ).

3.3. Vehicle—AV Interactions (V–AVI)

This subfield of vehicle—AV interactions (V–AVI) focuses on the interactions between
AVs and other vehicles. Researchers who study V–AVI seek to understand how Avs can be
safely integrated into traffic. For example, V–AVI scholars seek to understand how Avs can
signal their intent to other vehicles on the roadways and interpret the intention of other
vehicles. The signaling, interpretation and ultimate response (i.e., driving action) are at the
heart of V–AVI.

The challenges associated with communicating and interpreting intentions by V–AVI
are compounded by the frequency and the high speed of such interactions. Challenges
to V–AVI include the cooperation and coordination needed to pass or be passed by other
vehicles [22–25]. For example, merging is a potential driving behavior that often requires
cooperation and coordination between vehicles [26]; many vehicles attempt to merge
into another lane by veering into it in front of another vehicle already in that lane; this
veering is an implicit request to yield, directed at the vehicle currently in the lane. However,
this request is not always granted, and depending on other traffic conditions, the vehicle
currently in the lane might not yield. Merging also highlights another dimension of V–
AVI—competition. AVs and other vehicles not only have to cooperate and coordinate but
also must compete for lane space as well as passing and turning opportunities. This begs
the following questions: If or when should the AV yield to other vehicles? How can the AV
avoid being bullied by other vehicles? Table 3 lists some of the current questions.
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Table 3. This table shows the current vehicle—AV interactions research questions.

Vehicle—AV Interactions Current Research Questions

RQ1 1: Where should signs be placed on AVs to promote communications with humans?
RQ2: What information should be displayed on such signs?
RQ3: How many signs and/or information on signs leads to cognitive overload?
RQ4: How should AVs interpret the behaviors of humans?

1 Research Question (RQ).

3.4. Current Approach Shortcomings

Scholars would agree that social norms and rules are vital to understanding human
interactions with AVs. However, the dyadic focus, human and AV, fails to fully capture the
impact of the social context that often represents these very norms and rules. This is even
more problematic when we acknowledge that social norms and rules differ significantly
across regions and countries. As such, this dyadic focus fails to provide an adequate
framework to guide future research. Next, the paper presents a socio-ecological view of
H–AVI to address these shortcomings.

4. H–AVI Grand Field Challenge: The Social AV

The first grand challenge relates to the social nature of driving. Driving can seem like a
very straightforward algorithmic and rule-based activity. For example, society has laws that
explicitly outline rules regarding how one should drive. Vehicles should stop at red lights
and go at green lights. On the contrary, as we have learned while attempting to program
vehicles to drive, driving is actually a very socially cooperative activity [27,28]. Driving is
performed by complex cooperation and coordination achieved through mutual understand-
ing among humans and their environment via shared norms and rules [29]. Social norms
and rules are embedded in a dynamic and complex social system [29–32]. Many driving
norms are not codified into law but instead are informal and learned through socialization.

This begs the question: How does one teach an AV to be social? To answer this question,
we need to address at least two fundamental issues. One, how can we teach the AV to
interpret implicit forms of human social communication? Human driving often involves
implicit rather than explicit forms of communications [33]. This problem might seem to
be addressed by technical advances in computational and visual sciences. However, they
alone are not sufficient in the area of interpretation. Two, how should we design AVs to
actively participate in these often implicit social interactions? For example, it is one thing
to teach an AV to interpret eye gazes by human drivers, yet it is another to enable it to
respond in a way that the human driver can interpret. Table 4 lists some of the current
challenges to designing a more social AV.

Table 4. This table shows the current challenges to designing a more social AV.

Challenges to Designing a Social AV

C1 1: How can we teach an AV to interpret social communication?
C2: How do we design AVs to actively participate in social interactions?

1 Challenge (C).

This is the answer: Contextualizing H–AVI. The interpretation of human action requires
an understanding of the context in which the action is embedded. Problems related to
the interpretation of human action within a given context still elude us. Next, the paper
discusses what context is and its importance to better understanding H–AVI.

5. Context
5.1. What Is Context?

There are many definitions of context (see Table 5). Definitions generally include
the term “surroundings” in reference to the immediate physical and/or social setting
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that a particular phenomenon of interest is embedded within [34,35]. Other definitions
highlight the potential of the environment or situation to enable or constrain a particular
phenomenon of interest [36,37]. Yet other definitions highlight the need for the context to
exist at a unit of analysis above the actual phenomena being studied [34,35].

Table 5. This table displays several definitions of context.

Definitions of Context

Source Definitions

Cappelli and Sherer 1991 [34]

“the surroundings associated with phenomena which help
to illuminate that [sic] phenomena, typically factors
associated with units of analysis above those expressly
under investigation” p. 56.

Mowday and Sutton 1993 [35]
“stimuli and phenomena that surround and thus exist in
the environment external to the individual, most often at a
different level of analysis” p. 198.

Johns 2001 [36]
“situational opportunities and constraints that affect the
occurrence and meaning of organizational behavior as
well as functional relationships between variables” p. 386.

Rousseau and Fried 2001 [38]
“Contextualizing entails linking observations to a set of
relevant facts, events, or points of view that make possible
research and theory that form part of a larger whole” p. 1.

This paper defines a context as a potential backdrop that a phenomenon of interest
could be placed within. This backdrop could enable, constrain or fundamentally change
the nature of that phenomenon of interest. Specifically, an AV’s context is defined as
the backdrop that can potentially enable, constrain or fundamentally change the nature
of the H–AVI.

5.2. Why Is Context Important?

Context and contextual influences within H–AVI research have the potential to provide
greater clarity in understanding how relationships between humans and AVs change
across different settings. Context can both moderate and dictate the relationships between
constructs or even manifest as a main effect [36,37]. To understand the influence of context,
it is important to understand the various ways it can materialize in research.

Hong et al., (2014) [39] identified three ways context materializes in research. First,
context materializes as a control variable related to the dependent variable but not the
independent variable. This approach treats context as a statistical factor needed to be
accounted for in any empirical analysis. Second, context materializes when measures of
the phenomenon of interest are adapted to a particular setting, for example by adapting a
personality scale developed in a Western country for research in another country where
the culture and language would render the current scale invalid. This is done to ensure
that the meaning of the measures is equivalent across contexts [40]. Finally, the third
approach is treating the contextual influence as a moderator that alters the relationship
between variables.

The importance of context is such that studies that ignore context can at times be
problematic, especially when the context is expected to differ significantly across settings
and have significant impacts. Therefore, acknowledging context helps to identify and
explain its impact, which might have otherwise gone undetected or led to misinterpreta-
tion [37,41]. This influence of context can be subtle or dramatic, ranging from weakening
existing well-known relationships to fundamentally changing those relationships. For
example, Jayaraman et al., (2019) [15] found that aggressive driving by an AV lowers the
trust pedestrians have in the AV when it comes to crossing the street. However, in the
presence of a traffic light, the aggressive driving by an AV had little or no impact on the
trust pedestrians had in the AV [15]. As stated, context can have more dramatic changes
such as prompting curvilinear effects, reversing signs, changing causal direction, and even
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at times threatening validity [37,41]. In all, context has the potential to increase the accuracy
of research and improve our interpretation of that research [42].

6. Socio-Ecological View of Human—Automated Vehicle Interactions

One approach to ensure that H–AVI scholars acknowledge context is to view H–AVI
through a socio-ecological framework. A socio-ecological framework was put forth in an at-
tempt to bridge the divide between the study of social systems and natural systems [43–47].
At the time, scholars studying social systems were focusing on human actions, often ignor-
ing their environment, whereas ecological scholars were concentrating on the environment,
often excluding the impact of human actions [44]. A socio-ecological view recognizes that
the separation between human actions and the environment is often artificial and arbi-
trary [34,48]. For H–AVI scholars, a socio-ecological view affords the opportunity to situate
the interactions between humans and AVs within the context of a broader complex ecosys-
tem. The socio-ecological view also highlights the role of humans and their institutions in
shaping this complex adaptive ecosystem.

A socio-ecological view of H–AVI would help scholars recognize issues related to the
social context inherent in all H–AVIs. Figure 1 displays an application of Bronfenbren-
ner’s [45] framework, which consists of three systems: ontogenic system, microsystem
and macrosystem. The ontogenic system represents the individual characteristics of the
various actors. Figure 1 lists the various actors: pedestrians, AVs and other vehicles. The
microsystem describes the immediate context involving the human—AV interaction and
represents the dyadic interactions. The macrosystem entails the societal elements such as
cultural and societal driving norms, national infrastructure and regulations.

Figure 1. Socio-ecological View of Human—Automated Vehicle Interactions.

6.1. Relatively Unexplored Areas

A socio-ecological framework highlights the importance of several relatively unex-
plored areas—infrastructure, regulations, and national and regional differences—in the
study of H–AVI. Another important observation is the recognition of individual character-
istics. These include potential differences in humans as well as in AVs. Next, we present
and discuss challenges and opportunities in the areas highlighted by a socio-ecological
view of H–AVI.

6.1.1. Infrastructure

There are many definitions of transportation infrastructure [49]. For the sake of clarity,
we define transportation infrastructure as the fundamental physical and organizational
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structures that comprise the operation of our walkways, roads and highways. This defini-
tion includes the traffic lights and crossing signals along with their signage. This definition
also encompasses the computer systems and their processing power, the backbone of smart
cities and communities.

Despite its importance, the H–AVI dyadic view largely ignores the infrastructure. In
doing so, it fails to consider how interactions might change across different infrastructures.
This results in studies and designs that assume that the AV is the primary if not the
only source of computational power. This is problematic on two fronts. First, with the
development of smart grids, much of the computational power needed for safe H–AVI
could be offloaded to the infrastructure; this distributed cognition approach would likely
be more effective for several reasons. Unlike AVs, the infrastructure has the ability to
dynamically adjust traffic lights and crosswalk signs when needed to better coordinate
H–AVIs. In addition, pedestrians and cyclists already rely on the infrastructure (e.g., traffic
lights) for direction. Second, to ignore the infrastructure is to risk designing AVs that
conflict with their environment. Imagine AVs signaling to pedestrians that they should
cross while the crosswalk signal states otherwise.

6.1.2. Laws, Regulations and Ordinances

Although laws, regulations and ordinances differ at their level of creation and enforce-
ment (i.e., national, state and city), they all represent formal rules that govern H–AVI. It is
precisely their formality that differentiates them from social norms and rules, although both
are often related and can be reinforcing. An example of a formal rule is a city ordinance that
gives pedestrians the right of way to cross the street. Such ordinances vary considerably by
community. Laws, regulations and ordinances not only differ across and within nations
but are dynamic. New laws, regulations and ordinances are constantly being passed. These
formal rules are designed to set limits on the actions of AVs, humans and other vehicles.
Therefore, their inclusion into the study of H–AVI is vital.

6.1.3. Cultural and Social Norms

Social norms are a powerful determinant of driving behavior. Social norms can
actually usurp driving laws when it comes to predicting driver behavior [50]. Social norms
have been used to explain many types of driver behaviors [51,52]. For example, social
norms have been used to explain texting and driving, drinking and driving, and aggressive
driving [51–54]. Other research has shown that social norms could be used to determine
which driving tasks should be delegated to AVs versus humans [55].

Driving norms and rules vary by region within and across nations. National differ-
ences are associated with risky driving decisions and aggressive driving definitions [56–59].
Attitudes toward advanced driving technologies also differ across nations [60].
Likewise, researchers on regional differences within countries have found variations in
driving norms [61,62].

Nonetheless, national and regional differences have not been taken seriously in the
study of H–AVI. Future research is needed to understand how national and regional
differences impact all types of H–AVI. For example, research has shown that models
that use distance to collision to predict vehicle and pedestrian crashes differ significantly
across countries [63]. This highlights the problem with not including national differences
in the PB–AVI area. In all, national and regional differences must be examined to fully
comprehend H–AVI.

6.1.4. Individual Characteristics

A socio-ecological view highlights the importance of individual characteristics. Un-
fortunately, H–AVI research seems to ignore the importance of individual characteristics.
More specifically, H–AVI research assumes that humans are fully abled rather than disabled.
H–AVI scholars have paid less attention to conducting research where humans are assumed
to have physical and mental disabilities (for an exception, see [64]). This is particularly
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problematic in PB–AVI studies. PB–AVI studies are designed to help teach the AV how to
predict and respond to pedestrians. However, it is not clear how accurate or useful models
developed on people without disabilities will be when applied to people with disabilities
(e.g., wheelchair users). Going forward, a socio-ecological view could help draw attention
to the need to be more inclusive in the view of human characteristics.

6.2. Other Benefits

Another benefit of a socio-ecological view is that it highlights the often interdependent
relationship among the types of interactions. For example, it is likely that an AV will
have to interact with both pedestrians and other vehicles at the same time. The LED
board might be effective at communicating with pedestrians but be a distraction to other
vehicles. Communication among the AV, pedestrians and other vehicles would also have
to align with signals from the infrastructure (traffic lights). A socio-ecological view helps
to highlight these interdependencies and identify new areas of inquiry.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, the author has described a socio-ecological view of H–AVI. The goal
was to demonstrate how such a view could be used to identify new research questions.
However, a full discussion of the socio-ecological view and a comprehensive review of the
H–AVI literature are beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, this paper highlights the
potential new insights from employing the socio-ecological view in the study of H–AVI.
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